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What seahorse lives in Eastsound?
The Bay Pipefish (Syngnathus leptorhynchus) is an

emerald-green native seahorse of the Salish Sea, and
hundreds of them visit Indian Island every summer to
mate and raise their young.  Like other seahorses, the
female pipefish places her eggs in the brood pouch of
the male, who carries them until they hatch.  He then
protects the tiny young until they are large enough to
fend for themselves.  Pipefish are designed to live and

hunt in eelgrass, and they can grow to 18 inches!
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What fish grunts like a pig?
The Grunt Sculpin (Rhamphocottus richardsonii) is small
(3 inches) and strange: not a true sculpin at all, it walks
on its pectoral fins and sleeps in crevices or old empty
barnacle shells.  If handled, grunt sculpins can grunt or
bark their distress.  Grunt sculpins live alone, except to
mate, but they are hardly romantic.  The female chases
a male into a crevice and won’t release him until he has
fertilized her eggs!  Grunt sculpins are sometimes seen

foraging in the eelgrass meadows at Indian Island.
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What fish has brass buttons?
The Midshipman (Poricthys notatus) is aptly named for

the neat rows of “buttons” on its golden underside and
its purplish-blue back—like an old Navy overcoast.  An
often-seen resident of the eelgrass at Indian Island, the
Midshipman is a member of the Toadfish family and its
brass buttons are more than mere ornament: each is a
tiny phosphorescent lamp that attracts prey when the
Midshipman hunts, typically at night.  To attract mates
Midshipmen hum in chorus … so loud that they can be

heard by people in shoreline homes!
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What starfish is always in the pink?
Often two feet in diameter, the Short Spined Sea Star

(Pisaster brevispinus) is one of the largest starfish found
on the Eastsound waterfront.  It forages in the eelgrass
meadows for clams and snails, using an eye spot at the
tip of each arm to find its way around.  Like many other
starfish, it can regenerate another whole animal from a
piece of an arm and a little bit of its central disk.  Unlike
most of the starfish found around Indian Island, which

can vary in color from red or orange to brown, blue and
purple, the Short Spined Sea Star is always pink.
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Don’t suck on this lemon!
The largest sea slug on the Eastsound waterfront is the
Sea Lemon (Peltodoris nobilis), which can be the size of
a real lemon.  Sea Lemons move slowly over the rocks
in the intertidal zone, like the snails with which they are
related.  Sea slugs (nudibranchs) are mollusks that lack
shells and have exposed gills; they defend themselves
with toxic chemicals in their skin.  Sea lemons graze on
sponges, and in spring they lay large masses of eggs
on rocks that look like flabby yellow or beige  roses.
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Autumn water dancers
While most of our sea slugs are—well, slug-like—and
crawl along on rocks, the Hooded nudibranch (Melibe

leonina) is a swimmer all its life, writhing rhythmically in
the water.  Thousands of these animals appear around
Indian Island in September to mate, and many of them
spend the winter near Eastsound, using their hood-like
cowl to trap and eat small swimming crustaceans.  The
Hooded nudibranch can also swallow and enslave algal
cells, making it temporarily solar powered!  Paddle-like

cerata on this animal facilitate oxygen uptake.
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Master of disguise!
This small, spindly Decorator Crab (Oregonia gracilis) is
easy to miss, hiding in a mess of eelgrass or seaweed.
While it scavenges for small animals and carrion to eat,
the Decorator occasionally picks up a little hydroid, or

a bit of seaweed in its delicate claws and latches it onto
tiny hooks on its own carapace or legs.  As it grows to
adult size of just a few inches, the Decorator becomes
a walking miniature garden.  When it is not moving, it’s
perfectly camouflaged.  This helps it avoid fish that find

these crabs delicious and defenseless!


